GRI Material Topics & Boundaries*
How we determine GRI Materiality Topics
Year-round engagement with diverse stakeholders informs our sustainability reporting and overarching sustainability
strategy. We publicly report on topics that are priorities for both our business and our key stakeholders.
In 2017, we completed our second formal assessment to identify Material Topics, defined by the GRI Sustainability
Reporting Guidelines as those topics “that reflect an organization’s significant economic, environmental and social
impacts; or that substantively influence the assessments and decisions of stakeholders.” In addition, GRI recommends
that qualitative analysis, quantitative assessment and discussion are used to determine if a topic is material.
Our 2017 assessment of Material Topics included:

We will continue to monitor emerging issues and changes in topics and priorities through internal discussions, our biannual forums with Ceres and through other external opportunities as they arise.
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GRI Materiality Topic Assessment Results
Through our process to identify Material Topics, we reconfirmed that our identified Material Topics align with our
corporate priorities, support our 2025 Performance with Purpose agenda and reinforce the integration of sustainability
throughout our business. The results of this assessment largely re-affirmed our current Material Topics with only slight
changes from the Material Topics we reported in our 2016 Sustainability Report.
This list of 17 Material Topics comprises issues that we intend to manage, measure and report on. These are the topics
that our stakeholders have said are the most relevant to PepsiCo, and those that they are most interested in
understanding our management of and progress on. Our Material Topics may change in accordance with future
assessments of Material Topics. Future assessments may result in adopting new Material Topics should they rise in
importance or removing current Material Topics should they no longer be considered of significant importance.

PepsiCo has an impact on most of these topics through our direct operations. However, we recognize that for many of
these topics, the most significant impacts occur within our value chain. We seek to manage these impacts regardless of
where they reside through direct management or through working relationships with partners in our value chain and
industry.
The GRI Material Topics assessment process identifies sustainability-related topics that are most frequently prioritized in
conversations with external stakeholders who are focused on sustainability-related issues, and that are important to
achieving our PwP 2025 Agenda.
*In this communication and in our other sustainability reports and statements, when we use the terms “material,” “materiality” and
similar terms, we are using such terms to refer to topics that reflect PepsiCo’s significant economic, environmental and social impacts
or to topics that substantially influence the assessments and decisions of stakeholders in what the GRI Sustainability Reporting
Guidelines define as “material topics.” We are not using these terms as they have been defined by or construed in accordance with
the securities laws or any other laws of the U.S. or any other jurisdiction, or as these terms are used in the context of financial
statements and financial reporting, and nothing in this communication or other sustainability reports and statements should be
construed to indicate otherwise.
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